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On Mar 19, 2018, at 7:18 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
We the people are being distracted by BS….

Now is the time for the people to focus and get it right… when the dip-shit-state are busy 
infighting.   Now they must spend all of their energy trying to survive.

So will we fall for the twilight zone distractions?  

So in the absence of any lawful government…will we take this opportunity to form our 
own lawful government, 

A. install our own courts, 
B. establish our own legitimate peace officers and 
C. marshals, 
D. organize our own system of infrastructure around the principles which make sense today 

and 
E. which honor the traditions and the preferences the American sovereigns determine are 

near and dear to our hearts?

The decision has always been ours…we just were led to believe their concocted…
contrived narrative — we thought we had to follow…

Well the truth is now!  And now we figure out we have been lied to from the very 
beginning.  It seems America was really treated as just another colony.  And the BAR was set in 
place to do the dirty work for the British Crown Corporation.

But since everything was done in fraud…it never counted.  It was never lawful.  And 
even though they invented the “legal,” system and implemented it to fool us…it too was based 
on fraud since we were never provided full disclose nor did we ever granted  them our consent…

As the living American sovereigns of today, we have the right to determine exactly 
how our society will function.  And it is only up to we the people to decide…not a bunch of 
criminal impersonators pretending to be our legitimate public servants.  Which would not 
have mattered either…the servants have no say over their masters…  

Yes?  Agreed?

Are you ready to leave all of the BS behind and move ahead?

If so…stay tuned…Very shortly an opportunity is being planned to provide you the 
ability to participate.  In the interim, please put some effort into listing the things you believe are 
important as to how our society should function.  That will give us a bit of a heads up for more 
detailed planning.  Please send your thoughts to:  arnie@arnierosner.com  Use a key word 
SUGGESTIONS in the subject line to help identify your thoughts.
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Thank you.
    

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

Sorry…I don’t believe it!!!!
WATCH QUICKLY!! This VIDEO Is Being DELETED All Over The INTERNET!
 
 
https://youtu.be/cPo0n8YHnP8
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